LIFE
CHANGING
FOR
HUSSEIN
MOHAMED and HIS COMMUNITY
MEMBERS

Hussein Mohamed buule, 51 years old is a
resident of wabari village, elwak district. He
has been living here since his birth; he is
married and blessed with 11 children. He’s
agro-pastoralist and mainly depends on
livestock’s products as his main source of
income to sustain his family.
Initially hussin and his family used to fetch
water to over long distances to the water
point or sometimes they keep on sharing
with neighbor’s the little water available to
accomplished there need since the village
had few water due to scarcity of water in the
area which may resulted in migration of
livestock to access water. Before
intervention of this project our family was
known to fetch water from other villages
and migration of nomads, today we no
longer go out searching for water.
They describe to us that sometime they are a
long distances to send their wives and
children to look for place were water can be
found through in the far village to get water
and this has become great challenges and
last stubborn and thurst. Generally the
family has forced a lot of distress and
happens to found them that there life is more
complicated and no means of getting water.
Sometimes these individuals are rejected by
their neighbors who cannot afford to get at
least water to sustain their life. The
individual’s also sometime stay without
cooking due to lack of water because they
preserve the little water they have to drink.
Until VSF-SUISSE/ NARDO intervenes the
situation, this community had been facing
countless drawback which have been
mention earlier. However after intervention
of LLRP III project the community life
change and this was testified by hussein.

He started by thanking the involved
stakeholders NARDO/VSF-SUISSE for the
great work and intervention and added since
the rehabilitation of shallow well the
situation had change to better and have been
improved for all households in the village
level. He added, before we use to go inside
the forest to look for water to nearby area
which sometime loss hope in life or share
with our nearby villages or even they refuse
to be shared with, but thank and praise be
the organization NARDO and I really
appreciate the supports, he further, sensed
that had improved the life of the community
and the improvement and functionality of
our only existing shallow well has been
rehabilitated and added on that, hygiene and
sanitation has also improved and this
enhance the community in confortable life
and means of getting water is very much
accessible.
Hussein said, the rehabilitation of shallow
well has been done successfully and to
strategic place for sharing and since it’s
within our coverage, he profound to take
responsibly of purpose taking care for the
betterment of his family and the community.
“. Before intervention of this project our
family was known to fetch water from other
villages and migration of nomads, today we
no longer go out searching for water” he
quoted,
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